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The figure in the margin indicate full marks. 
Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words 

as far as practicable.  
 

Group-A 

1. Answer all the questions:           10 × 1 = 10 
(For each question choose the correct alternative from the options) 

I) The Cartesian slope-intercept equation for a straight line is :- 

a) y=m.x+b b) y=b.x+m c) y=n.x+m d) y=b+m.m e) None of these. 
 

II) Expansion of line DDA algorithm is :- 
a) Digital Difference Analyzer b) Direct Differential Analyzer c) Digital Differential Analyzer d) Data Differential 

Analyzer e) None of these 
 

III). Which algorithm is a faster method for calculating pixel positions? 

a) Bresenham’s line algorithm b) Parallel line algorithm c) Mid-point algorithm  d) DDA line algorithm e) 

None of these 
 

IV) The graphics can be :-  
a) Drawing b) Photograph, movies  c) Simulation        d) All of these      e) None of these 
 

V) Pixel can be arranged in a regular ………………... 

a) One dimensional grid   b) Two dimensional grid c) Three dimensional grid       d) All of these     

e) None of these  
 

VI) The algorithm used for filling the interior of a polygon is called :- 

a) Scaling b) Boundary fill algorithm c) Scan line polygon fill algorithm d) All of these     e) None of 

these  
 

VII) Bresanham circle algorithm uses the approach of draw. 
a) Boundary b) Point c) Line d) Fill  e) None of these. 
 

VIII) The process of reducing aliasing is called. 

a) Resolution b) Anti aliasing  c) Sampling d) Scanning  e) None of these 
 

IX) What is the name of emporary memory where the graphics data is stored to be displayed on screen?  

a) RAM  b) ROM c) FRAME BUFFER d) ALU e) None of these 
 

X) LCD is an ________________ device? 

a) Non emissive  b) Emissive c) Gas discharge d) Cool e) None of these 

 

Group – B 

2. Answer any FIVE questions: -                                                                               5×2=10 
I) What do you mean by Emissive and non-emissive displays? 

II) What is vanishing Point? 

III) What is inside outside test?  

IV) What is Transformation? 

V) What is Scaling? 

VI) What is Shearing? 

VII) What is Reflection? 

VIII) What is Computer Graphics?\ 

Continued…  



Group – C 

3. Answer any FOUR questions: -                                                                        4 × 5 = 20 

I) Write down the difference between DDA and Bresenham's line drawing algorithm. 

II) Differentiate between parallel projections from perspective projection. 

III) Difference between CMY and HSV color models 

IV) Distinguish between window port and viewport? 

V) Explain four connected and eight connected rule for filling an area.  

VI) Explain reflection and shear. 

Group – D 

 

4. Answer any ONE questions: -                                                                          1×10 = 10 
I) Using appropriate algorithm draw a line between 10,15 to 20,27.  

II) State the algorithm to draw a circle. Using that algorithm draw a circle with radius 10 and centered at 5,10.   
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